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Context

• Cross-border labour flows (and obstacles 

to C-B movements) are usually seen as a 

special case

– Special obstacles include

• Currency, taxation, fluctuating exchange rates, 

information flows

• But C-B flows (or their lack) should also be 

seen within the context of daily labour 

mobility in general in NI and the RoI –

mean distance moved in NI = 10km



Context

• Some workers groups, in some locations, 
are highly mobile 

– C-B work is a clear option

• Other workers – or job seekers – in other 
locations are relatively immobile 

– C-B work less likely to be an option

– In some cases it is not considered or known 
to be an option – Newry and the impact of 
Xerox (Dundalk) on unemployment

– Class/occupational differentials (Border 
survey)



Objectives

• To describe patterns of C-B labour mobility 

in Ireland using secondary sources (such 

as the Census) – a difficult task

• To describe what sorts of people where

tend to be (im)mobile – mean distance 

moved in NI = 10km

• To make (crude) estimates using a limited 

number of case studies of the possibilities 

/limitations of C-B movements



Plan

• The significance of C-B movements

• The limited secondary data on C-B 

movements

– Who resident in NI works outside NI?

– Who moves C-B to NI employers?

• Who is mobile (and where)?

• Who is immobile (and where)?

• How far does the border hinder mobility?



The Significance of C-B movements

• Probable that C-B labour flows have 

grown over past two decades

– Not least because of Celtic Tiger but also

– Institutional cooperation N/S

• Economic development and inward investment 

(labour pools both sides of border)

– Positive impacts

• Synergies and C-B clusters, scale economies

– Negative impacts

• Skill shortages, competition for labour etc



Mapping C-B Flows

• Problems in collecting information on 

people who live/work in different 

jurisdictions

• Multi-dimensional flows

– Daily

– Weekly

– Legal/semi-legal

• Immediate border areas…and beyond

• Some these aspects in next three maps









Mapping C-B Flows

• Maps suggest

– Marked decay in working ex-NI as distance 

from border increases

• Note East/West Foyle differentials –internal 

immobility/barriers read across to C-B movements 

– see later slides

– But C-B workers can turn up in anywhere in 

NI – depends on employer and context

• Usual problems with statistics (eg who 

recorded, not recorded etc)



Mapping C-B Flows

• But beyond this data stop at the border

– No NI Census data on C-B workers by place 

of employment – data collection residence 

based

– NI has Census data available on border 

crossers (but appears not to be readily 

available in RoI Census)

– Different data conventions in dealing with 

labour mobility N/S

• Miles versus kilometres

• Different distance bands



Who is mobile (and where)?

• Two maps show proportions of workers 
who travel:

– 20-40km in NI

– 15-29 miles in border counties

– Dark colourings = high rates = mobile 
populations

• Common patterns in NI and RoI border

– High proportions travelling these distances
• In commuter belts round major towns

• In some rural areas

• Low rates in towns







Who is immobile (and where)?

• Two maps show the proportions of 
workers who travel:

– Less than 2km in NI

– 1 mile in border counties

– Dark colourings = high rates – immobile 
populations

• Common patterns in NI and RoI border 

– High proportions in towns

– Low rates (in NI) in rural areas although less 
so in West Co Donegal







Possible explanations

• Patterns of relative (im)mobility are a 

function of:

– Location

• Job rich high population density urban areas -

many local opportunities (and intervening 

opportunities) so tendency to be more localised

• Rural areas – opportunities more spatially 

dispersed so have to travel further mostly – FRS 

suggests c20% of incomes of some families in 

West of NI is spent on travelling



Possible explanations

– Social Composition

• Higher status workers tend to have longer 

commutes – and tend to live in suburbs and 

smaller towns

• Lower status workers – lower commutes – and can 

have urban concentrations in some occupations so 

‘chicken and egg’ situation

• Differential access to private transport – whether 

through choice or forced by deprivation – see next 

map leads also to urban/rural divides (mostly as 

clearer in NI than Co Donegal)



Consequences for C-B flows

• Locational and geographical differentials in 

work-related mobility 

• Has implications for C-B mobility

– Workers in lower status occupations resident 

in urban areas – tend to be car less –

relatively immobile in own jurisdiction

• Less likely to be C-B mobile or to consider C-B 

mobility as an option (eg unemployed people in 

Newry)

• Less able to be C-B mobile as well



Consequences for C-B flows

– Workers in higher status occupations – often 

resident in rural/suburban locations – and 

relatively mobile in own jurisdiction

• More likely to be C-B mobile – wider job search –

possible all-Ireland labour markets

• More able to be C-B mobile – 2+ car households 

concentrated in suburbs and amongst affluent rural 

residents

• Lack of C-B mobility is not a surprise in 

many cases given immobility/limited 

perceptual horizons of much of population



Estimating Possibilities/Limitations 

for C-B Flows – localised example

• How far do workers move on average?

• Would they cross the border?

– Urban ward on East Bank of Foyle is highly 
localised 

– Areas West of Foyle hardly fall into its sphere 
never mind areas over the border

– Low mobility area in ‘normal circumstances’ –
but possible perceptual barriers as noted in 
Belfast local labour market?

– Border obstacles are additional





Two Border Studies

• Some of these observations can be followed 

through in case studies of worker mobility at the 

Irish border

• (1) Xerox (Dundalk) study 2000-01

– Motivated by govt interest in impact of CB recruitment

• Losing skilled workers?

• Attracting unemployed people from North and reducing 

workers

– Qualitative data 

• Interviews with workers and unemployed in North

– Recruitment experiences/patterns



Two Border Studies

• Xerox (Dundalk) study 2000-01

– Skilled technical workers attracted from all 

parts of the North

• Social networks important

• Past experience of CB working

– Very low impact on unemployed/less skilled 

North of the border

• Types of work not suitable?

• But also many jobseekers/changers had not even 

considered looking cross-border

• Highly localised perceptual horizons



Two Border Studies

• (2) Border survey – Armagh-Fermanagh-

Monaghan 2005

– Information on mobility patterns of border dwellers

– North/South – within 12 miles of the border in three 

distance bands – 150 each side

– Equal representation from ‘both communities’

• Employment least important reason for crossing 

the border – Petrol purchases followed in order 

of significance by visiting relatives, 

entertainment, shopping for durables, shopping 

for groceries



Two Border Studies

• Marked differentials in border crossing for 

employment reasons by

– Social status – 18% of the AB social group 

crossed the border; 5% of DE

– Gender – 22% of males as against 9% of 

females

• These outweighed the effects of 

religion/community background



Conclusion

• There are well-recognised obstacles to C-
B labour mobility

• There are also well-known obstacles to 
mapping C-B labour mobility using official 
data sources

• Within states there are

– Class and locational differentials in mobility

• Reading across to C-B mobility it is 
probable that there are analogous 
differentials in this dimension



Conclusion

• Many workers and individuals live highly 

localised lives

• It is probable that for some groups of the 

population in some locations (even close 

to the border) C-B mobility is not an option

• Removing obstacles such as currency and 

taxation differences are likely to 

encourage C-B mobility for those who 

already cross the border or who actively 

consider it



Conclusion

• But they are likely to have only a smaller 

effect than might be expected because of 

the immobility of some parts of the 

population

• This immobility results from

– Physical obstacles

– Perceptual obstacles

– Circumstances – no need to go far if 

opportunities close by


